George Francis Rejoins Jordan & Jordan’s Market Data Practice

New York, NY – May 15, 2015 - George Francis, a specialist in market data compliance, contract
interpretation and data analysis, has rejoined Jordan & Jordan’s expanding Market Data Practice.
George will manage client engagements that focus on market data compliance assessments and provide
expertise to clients on the Market Data Reporting managed service offering.
George joins J&J from Bloomberg where he was a Market Data Compliance Analyst focused on
implementing procedures in support of market data compliance across all Bloomberg Media products and
services. Prior to that, he was a Market Data Compliance Analyst for Reval where he was the point
person for sourcing, licensing and contract negotiations related to Market Data Services.
As George stated, “Market Data is widely used in more areas and manners today than ever before. The
data providers have kept up by introducing additional policies and licensing fees around display, nondisplay, derived data usage, internal distribution and external redistribution of market data. Financial
institutions are finding it difficult to achieve market data compliance due to the lack of staff or required
expertise. Leveraging the subject matter expertise of Jordan & Jordan in the implementation of a market
data compliance program will not only help the institutions keep up with their contractual obligations but
also protect them from exposure to potential liabilities.”
Tom Etheridge, Managing Director of Market Data for Jordan & Jordan, welcomes George back to the
team. “George’s combination of market data compliance and technology expertise will provide insight into
the complex market data usage and compliance issues many clients face today. “
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About Jordan & Jordan
Jordan & Jordan is a FinTech company with domain expertise in information, processes and technologies
applied to the securities industry. Keeping pace with market practice and regulatory change, J&J provides
business, technology and compliance solutions to meet the challenges of accelerating regulation,
evolving technology and increasing cost pressures. J&J leverages knowledge of the financial markets
across three core practices: Management Consulting and Regulatory Compliance, Market Data Services,
and Industry Solutions. Jordan & Jordan has offices in New York, Chicago, and London. To learn more,
visit our web site at www.jandj.com.

